PROGRAM

Venue: Kuppelsaal, Karlsplatz 13, 1040, Vienna, 4. OG

Friday, Feb. 24th, 2017            Event language: English

09:00  Registration & Coffee
09:45  Welcome
       Dr. Birgit Hofreiter, Director Innovation Incubation Center - i²c - TUW
10:00  PANEL DISCUSSION
       Beyond Digitalization: Universities as Drivers or Observers of the Digital Transformation?
       Prof. Dr. Ulrich Frank, Chair Information Systems and Enterprise Modelling Univ. Duisburg-Essen
       Dr. Ludovit Garzik, Head of Austrian Council for Research and Technology Development
       Dr. Tim Hart, Managing Consultant, Isis Enterprise, Oxford University Innovation Ltd.
       DI. (FH) Tom Peruzzi, MA, International Interims CxO, Angel-Investor, Lecturer
11:30  NETWORKING Lunch
       TU Research & Idea Roadshow
           meet&greet researchers, entrepreneurs, investors, industry, public funding agencies
13:00  KEYNOTE
       Scientific Entrepreneurship: Experiences at University of Oxford – Value and Future Role of
       Entrepreneurship for Academic Institutions
       Dr. Tim Hart, Managing Consultant, Isis Enterprise, Oxford University Innovation Ltd.
14:00  i²c StartAcademy PITCH CHALLENGE
       Jury Members (in alphabetical order):
       DI. Michael Altrichter (2Min2Mio Investor, Business Angel)
       Mag. (FH) Ivana Bacanovic (GIN - Global Incubator Network)
       Michael Eisler, MBA (Startup300)
       Lisa Fassl, MSc. (Austrian Angel Investment Association –aaia)
       Dipl.-BW. Ralf Kunzmann (aws Gründerfonds)
       Mag. Markus Lang (Pioneers Ventures)
       Mag. Viktor Pasquali (aws JumpStart, aws Business Angel Fund)
       Mag. Lucanus Polagnoli (SpeedInvest)
       DI. (FH) Mag. Rafael Rasinger (WKO Aussenwirtschaft Austria – go-International)
       Mag. Klaus Schatz, MSc. (KPMG Austria)
15:30  AWARD CEREMONY
       GoTelAviv - 3 Weeks Accelerator Program TelAviv (go-International/GIN - Global Incubator Network)
       Pitch at the Austrian Angel Investment Association – aaia
       i²c Award for a High Potential PhD Result (€5000,- realization scholarship sponsored by KPMG and Office
       Space in the i²c FounderSpace incl. TUW i'ncubation program)
       Ticket for the Pioneers Festival 2017
       €1000,- Cash prize (Startup300)
16:00  Wrap Up & Networking

Moderation: Mag. Daniel Cronin (Austrian Startups)